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John Cabot was an Italian navigator and explorer. His discovery of the coast of North . The Cabot Project was formed at
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Paul's since  Ruddock clearly thought that Hakluyt had picked up some partial account of the voyage and
believed that it related to the voyage. The Bristol legend and his real part in the expedition. Such additional
evidence includes comments found in other parts of the proposal, statements in the supplementary notes to her
proposal and statements made in later letters. Frey Luis and the remembrance of his Italian nationality in the
traditions of this area in the seventeenth century. Ruddock claimed that William Weston of Bristol, a supporter
of Cabot, undertook an independent expedition to North America in , sailing north from Newfoundland up to
the Hudson Strait. Squared brackets indicate editorial interventions. Where evidence from other sources
throws light on her case, it will be considered at this point. A researcher with a doctorate, Jeff Reed, had
known Quinn well and had met Ruddock through him, providing her with reference materials. The arrival in
the Caribbean. Yet proof that the main outline of the voyage was known in both Spain and Portugal. For this
reason, if for no other, it would be imprudent to take any of Ruddock's uncorroborated statements at face
value. Her evidence included the well-known world map of the Spanish cartographer Juan de la Cosa. Most
departments had only one professor, who was also the department head. What followed is a distressing tale of
delay and failing health. As he lived in Washington, D. Nothing is known, however, of the Bristol men or the
other ships that went. Richard Hakluyt lamented the loss of all the ledger books of the English involved so I
went after the account books and letters of their Italian associates in the Italian colonies in London and
Southampton and the records of Italian notaries in those ports where I had leads from the [High Court of
Admiralty] records in [The National Archives]. But that was never going to happen. There are various possible
sources that could be examined, such as the king's memoranda rolls or the exchequer memoranda rolls, both of
which are uncatalogued and both of which had been employed by Ruddock previously. Ruddock also
suggested that Carbonariis accompanied Cabot's expedition. Anyone who met Ruddock would quickly realize
that she was a real old-fashioned archival scholar. She published two more important papers, on the Bristol
voyages in search of the fabled island of Brasil in , and on Sebastian Cabot in  There is a fair amount in this
chapter outline that appears new.


